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Much has been done by educators to advance the capable and well-
prepared student in the academic areas of study, but little has been 
done to accelerate qualified students in home eco,nomics. There is un -
doubtedly a definite need for a systematic evaluation of the competence 
of all beginning students in food and nutrition as a basis for placement. 
The facts that not all students are created equal and not all have had 
similar experiences .e·onstitut.e · pract·tca1 reasons for such a program. 
Any entering freshman class in home economics contains students who 
have had possibly six yea~s of home economics in the junior and senior 
high schools, 4-H Club work, and differing degrees of experience in per-
forming household duties. Students who have not had such a wide range 
of experiences in class often know much of the material that is being 
taught in the first food and nutrition course in college through home 
experiences. Along with the well-prepared students, are the ones who 
have had little, if any experience. Both types will include those who 
have a combination of varying degrees of the following characteristic s: 
good study habits, eagerness to learn, adjustable personalities , and 
high intelligence. 
Arny (1, p. 45) believes that if transfer students and freshmen 
could be placed in accordance with their level of proficiency upon 
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entrance, the following results could be anticipated: 
1. More girls who looked forward to home economics as a pro-
fession would elect homemaking courses in the senior high 
school. 
2. Fewer good students would drop out of the home economics 
curriculum in college. 
3. There would be less difficulty in locating competent home 
economists for the leadership jobs developing in so many 
areas. 
The author believes that a valid, reliable, discriminating, and 
objective pretest can be devised and administered to entering students 
in food and nutrition courses. Such a test will be difficult to con-
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struct because so much of the learning in this area involves the develop -
ment of skills and techniques, 
The validity of a test indicates the degree to which it measures 
what it is claimed to measure. The validity of a test can be determined 
by submitting the test items to a panel of experts for evaluation in 
relation to the content of the area to be tested. 
The reliability indicates the accuracy with which a test measures 
whatever it is expected to measure. The reliability can be determined 
by an approximation formula. 
The pretest will be based on goals compiled from thdse used in a 
beginning course in foods a~ Oklahoma State University and the goals for 
a beginning food course set up by the Southern Regional Conference of 
College Food and Nutrition Teachers. Generalizations, to be included in 
the subject matter covered by the test, will be compiled from recent 
textbooks, laboratory manuals, and bulletins. 
The test will be constructed to determine the following elements 
of the students' knowledge and abilities: 
1. Ability to apply principles of food preparation. 
2. Recognition of accepted proced~res in preparation and service of 
food. 
3. Ability to do critical thinking and use judgement in relation to: 
a. Selection of food. 
b. Combinations of food. 
c. Selection of equipment. 
d. Recognition of standard products. 
e. Use of time, energy, and resources. 
4. Attitudes toward food. 
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The author believes that a valid and reliable pretest can serve as 
a basis for the following purposes: 
1. Exemption of students with high scores from the first course in food 
preparation. 
2. Sectioning ,of the remaining students according to their level of 
achievement. 
3. Indication of the prevalent strengths and weaknesses so that faculty 
members can plan for each group. 
4. Aid in individual guidance. 
5. Motivate students to add to present knowledge. 
To adequately test the students' knowledge and abilities, a station-
to-station laboratory pretest a-swell as a written objective pretest will 
be given. The station-to-station pretest will consist of moving from 
place to place in a room at which the subject will evaluate finished 
products, select equipment and identify methods of food preparation and 
service. 
Each part of the pretest will be administered during one fifty-
minute class period. The examination will be devised so that all scar -
ing will be objective. The expense involved in administering the test 
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will be kept at a minimum. 
CHAl'TER II 
l;IBVIEW OF LITE~TURE 
Introduction 
The major purpose of education is to change the behavior pat t erns 
of people . Evaluation is a system of measuring the degree that these 
changes have occurred. Measuretllent, a means of obtaining quant itative 
evidence concerning growth or changes in behavior, is an important 
pha se of evaluation, but it is not the entire process. Evaluation should 
also consider value standards and the goals which a group is trying t o 
obta in . 
Need for Objectives in Education 
Arny (1 , p. 13) stated the following in 1953; 
Sl owly but surely, there is em~rging a realization tgat both 
instruction and evaluation sho~ld be focused upon goals rather 
than upon content; upon the use people will make of subject 
matter than upon the su~ject matter itself. 
Tyler ( 24, p. 40) who has worked considerably with the formulation 
and use of objectives believes that by defining these desired educational 
results as clearly as possible, the curriculum-maker has the most useful 
se t of criteria for selecting content, for suggesting learning activit ies, 
for deciding on the kind of teaching procedures to follow, in fact to 
carry on all the further steps of curriculum plaµning. Objectives are 
the most critical criteria for guiding all the other activities of the 
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curriculum mal<er. 
Tyler (24, p. 30) writes the following: 
The most useful form for stating objectives is to expr,ess them 
in terms which identify , both the kind of behavior to be developed 
in t he student and the content or area of life in which this be -
havior is to operate. 
Tyl e r r ecommends that a graphic two-dimensional chart be used to 
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express obj ectives concisely and clearly . One dimension is the content 
aspec t and the other dimension is the behavioral aspect. 
Tyl er bel ieves that to identify appropriate learning experience s 
it i s help ful to differentiate rather clearly types of behavior which 
are quite differ,ent in their characteristics. According to this author 
seven to 15 categories of behavioral objectives are desirable. 
Tyler ( 24, p. 38) also writes: 
It is desirable to have a sufficient number of content categories 
to differentiate the important from the 1ess important content. 
One function of the sub-headings is to indicate areas of content 
that are important and appropriate and others that are not. A 
second purpose is to p~t together· areas that are reasonably homo -
geneous areas for sampling ,content specifics rather than to use 
area s which are heterogeneous and include quite different kinds 
of content. 
He recommends ten to thirty content areas as being useful. 
Tyl er (24, p . 36) further states, "The chart may also suggest some 
possible gaps in objectives that can be examined and screened by the 
s ame cri t er ia as are used for the original set of objectives". 
Remmers and Gage (18, p. 28) write: 
••• the first and last steps in educational evaluation should be re -
spectively, the formulatioq of objectives and the validation of the 
evaluat i ng instrument against the objectives ••• Each objective must 
be c l early defined in terms of the measures of its attainment. The 
atta inment of a particular objective cannot be inferred from the 
measured attainment of another objective. 
The rules of these authors (18, p. 33) for formulating 
objectives are a s follows: 
1. Objectives should be worded in changes expected in the 
pupil rather than as duties of the teacher. 
2. An objective should be put in terms of observable 
changes in the pupil between the beginning and end of 
his experiences in a defined segment of the educative 
process . 
3. The t erminology of the objective should be understandable; 
it should have its meaning defined in terms that pupiis , 
parents, and other teachers can appreciate, 
4. Each statement should be unitary and contain one objective 
only, to prevent confusion and facilitate ready indentifi-
cation of the objective, 
5. Specific objectives should be grouped under the objective 
that is general for them, 
Lehman (15, p. 38) f4rther supports the theory that evaluation 
must be based on objectives. She writes, "Any examination of a 
department--whether this is carried on by . the faculty or by an out-
side agency- -must be based on the objeGtives which the department 
considers important, Lehman also believes that students are not a 
statistic, although a survey sometimes seems to make them so. They 
are human beings, with individual purposes, ambitions, an~ problems 
of which faculty may often be unaware. They bring to college differ-
ing degrees of a bility and sometimes definite handicaps. Students 
are individuals and the teacher does better work if he knows them as 
such. 
Need for Generaliza t i ons in Home Economics Education 
Home economics educators are increasingly becoming aware of the 
importance of principles and gene~alizations in ~ducation. The food 
test developed in this study is based on generalizations for a begin-
ning food preparation course. 
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Williamson and Lyle (26, p. 274) write: 
Since every situation a pupil meets in life will be different 
in some respects from every other, we cannot hope to educate 
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them to meet each new experience unless we help them to recognize 
t he principles or generalizations that can guide them. Ability 
t o generalize is a difficult aspect of thinking ..• If there is 
to be a transfer of learning, principles and generalizations 
mus t be thoroughly understood. 
Bar bour (2, p. 50) has defined generalizing as the process of 
identifying the common aspects in different situations and showing 
the r e lationships between them. 
Pattison, Barbour, and Eppright (17, p. 41) have defined 
generalizations as specifics of broad application supported by 
facts. They s how rel ationships among ideas that belong to~ther, 
and are des i gned to encourage thinking .on the part of students. 
The preceding authors have developed and published a set of 
general izat ions for teac~ing nutrition, but no such set has been 
published for food preparation ?t any level of understanding. 
The following criteria are given by Barbour (2, p. 102) as 
points to consider in the statement . of _,gen~raH.zations ~in nuttition: 
1. Generalizations in nutrition must be based upon reliable 
experimental evidence. 
2. Evidence is acceptable only when the experiment is 
carefully controlled and subsequently reaffirmed by 
other investigators. 
3. If the .results of experiments indicate, but do not 
clearly establish, the validity of a finding the statement 
of the generalization should be qualified by such terms as 
"may be" , "has been shown", and "there is some evidence". 
4. Contradictory results in experimental evidence necessitate 
the exclusion of some generalizations. 
5 . Informa tion derived from animal experiments cannot be 
appl ied to human beings without qualification. 
6 . Choice of non- technical words which convey valid nutrition 
ideas requires caution and discrimination. 
7 . I n nutri t ion broad statements often excl ude details 
necessary for useful applicatio~. 
8. Many statements concerning nutritioh which appear in 
textbooks, periodicals, bulletins and other literature 
are not based on valid experimental evidence, 
Barbour (2, p. 51) also writes, "Generalizations need to be 
simply stated and unaccompanied by irrelevant details if their 
meaning is to be obvious and complete'.' 
In order to show relationships, Barbour has suggested beginning 
generaliza tions with either "if", "because", or "when". 
Need for Pretests in Home Economics 
Many .educators have recognized a need for pretests at the 
college level. Rennners and Gage (18, p. 552) state: 
Pretests may be used to discover the achievement of instructional 
objectives which pupils already possess as a result of previous 
school and out-of-school experiences, The results of these 
t ests can be used to plan the relative emphasis in instruction 
and, perhaps to show when certain parts of the course may be 
on¢i.tted, When well constructed, pretests may also serve as 
s timula tors of interest in the materials to be studied, Such 
a t est may indicate to pupils the kind of achievement to acquire 
from, the instruction they receive; if the test has been interest-
ingly written, they may learn for themselves the areas in 
which they are strong .and weak and distribute their learning 
efforts accordingly. 
Hoskins (10, p. 2) writes that a valid pretest could accomplish 
t he following: 
A. Permit tho se students who rated high on the test to enroll 
in a more advanced course, 
B. Allow mor e favorable placement of transfer students. 
C. Enable students to better realize their strengths and 
weaknesses and thus increase interest in the course. 
D. Assist the instructor in grouping students according to their 
experience and needs, 
E. Aid in individual guidance. 
F, Aid in planning curr icu~'Um revision. 
Wansgard (25) developed a food laboratory pretest for use at 
Cornell University in 1958. She believes that many types of ~xper-
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iences , such as home, school , and 4-H Cl ub, will have inf luenced 
t he s tudent's level of understanding and skill. According to her 
study the number of years experience the student has had with these 
groups does not h~wever, provide information as to the quality or 
brea dt h of the experience, nor does it indicate how much each indi-
vidual learned from the situition. She also believes that a valid 
es t imat e of the experience of each student cannot be obtained by 
having the student state .her competenfy in food preparation 
since t his is a va lued judgement. Wansgard supports the theory that 
the most accurate way to obtain an estimate of the effect of past 
food preparation experience on the student would be to measure the 
knowledge, understanding and skill retained. To measure a student's 
understanding and ability is difficult in those areas where both 
subject matter knowledge and manual skills are involved. 
Food preparation is one of those complicated areas. 
Wansgard (25, p. 39) believes that the results of a food pretest 
could be used in one or more of the following ways: 
1. To evaluate the course content and to select areas which 
need special emphasis. 
2. To differentiate between the students with various levels 
of achievement in food preparation. 
3. To serve as a ba sis for exempting students from the course 
as a whole or certa in specific parts. 
4. To help the student evaluate her own level of achievement 
and thus motivate her desire to learn . 
.5. To measure the student's progress and level of acb,ievement 
at the end of the term. 
The Committee on Mea sur ement and Evaluation of the American 
Council on Education (3, p. 26) in 1959 reported that pretests can 
be of grea t use in ascertaining the assumption that there exists 
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a certain initial background on the part of students entering a course 
of instr uction. The committee also stated that it is very difficult 
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to bridge the gaps in l~arning t;:hat occur with students wh,ose abilities, 
preparation for a course, and interests vary greatly. Many institu-
tions have adopted a policy of placing students in course sections re-
presenting different degrees of attainment so that instruction may 
proceed at the level appropriate to the capacity of readiness of the 
group. 
Arny (1~ p. 44) believes that there is undoubtedly a definite need 
for a systematic evaluation of the competence of all entering students 
as a basis for placement within tp.e curriculum of their choice. Unless 
the present status of the students is known, neither students nor 
teachers can see what changes need to be made or are able to plan what 
instructions should be given to bring about such changes, Tests 
planned for diagnostic purposes may provide information regarding spe-
cific gaps in knowledge, misconceptions held, fallacies in thinking; or 
the lack of aesthetic appreciation or skill in performing certi:,tin tasks, 
Unfortunately such tests are difficult to construct. 
Arny (1, p. 28) states: 
Not only should the teacher find out what students know and 
can do, but the students must make the discovery also if opti-
mum progress is to be anticipated. When students discover 
their own deficiencies they are likely to work harder to 
correct them than when someone else points them out. 
Home Economics Pretesting in Various Institutions 
Several home economics pretests have been developed for use in 
individual colleges and universities during recent years. Clothing and 
food areas use pretests more often for placement th;m do the other areas 
in home economics, 
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No published pretest is known that effectively measures a student's 
knowledge and abilities in the area of food preparation, though. 
Hoskins (10) constructed a clothing pretest for use in the New 
Mexico state colleges and universities in 1959. A questionnaire list -
ing basic learnings for the first clothing course was sent to colleges 
participating in the study requesting an indication as to the amount of 
emphasis each learning received in that institution. She also asked 
for information regarding the texts used and what previous use had been 
made of clothing tests. Generalizations were formulated from an analy-
sis of the questionnaires retu~ned by the colleges. rhe generaLizations 
r 
were used as a basis for selecting individual test items for each area. 
Data was obtained by administering the completed pretest to high school 
seniors in several schools. A questionnaire regarding their past exper-
ience in clothing construction was also answered by the students. 
Little correlation was found in their test scores and in the amount of 
experience that they listed, 
Witt carried out a more extensive study in clothing pretesting at 
Oklahoma State University in 1960. Evaluation devices were revised 
and developed to appraise clothing competencies of freshmen. The com-
petencies she tested could easily be adapted to the area of foods. 
The competencies listed by Witt (27, p. 1) are givefl b~l9W1 ·': 
1. Student's knowledge ~of tpe selec~ion, construction, and 
care of clothing. 
2. Student's ability to apply principles. 
3. Student's level of achievement in using manipulative skills. 
4. Student's level of achievement in using jud~ental skills. 
Individual items and problems were ~ased on secondary clothing 
programs and beginning college courses. Her (27, p. 2) problem was 
further divided into these five subproblems: 
1. Development of a quest;ionnaire ... check list to obt;a:j.n 
information pertain:ing to the st4dent's previous cl.othing 
experiences. 
2. The identification of Qa'!;l1Illon objectives of the secondary 
and beginning clothing experiences. 
3, Examination of a,vaiL?-ble tests. 
4, The development of an evalµation device to determine 
the student's ability ta solve problems related t;o 
clothing, 
S. The development of a station•to-station test to evaluate 
the students manipulative and judgmental skills pertaining 
to clot~ing construction, selection, and care, 
The station-to-station test used by Witt was developed after a 
personal interview with Pr .. Grace Steinin~er from CorneU University, 
The original station-to.,.sta.tion test was cleveloped for use in the food 
preparation area at Cornell by Wansgard (26), Her aim was to develop 
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an instrument which would effectively measure a student's llnderstand:i.ng 
of a variety of processes involved in food prepa:tration and the students' 
abilities to carry out these proce~ses, . She proceeded on the theory that 
specific procedures a:i::e crucial ci,.n deterµli,ning the quality of Il)any pro-
ducts and that if these portions of the prepar~tion could be selected, 
the student's abilities ,md understandings could be Il)easured in a much 
shorter time and more effectively than :i.f each product had t;o be prepared 
completely by the student, 
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Through personal correspondence, : Miss · Edna · :e. 'Amid©l}, rnirector 
of Home Economics in the Office of Education in Washington, D,C., 
indicated to the author that the following universities were in var-
ious stages of pretest development for food preparation courses : 
(1) Cornell University; (2) Unive~sity of Illinois; (3) Iowa State 
University; (4) Ohio State University; (5) Purdue University, and 
(6) University of Tennessee. 
A l etter of inquiry with an attached questionnaire regarding 
their tes t ing program in food courses was sent to each of these 
schools. 
Dr, Grace Steininger, Professor of Food and Nutrition at 
Cornell University replied to a letter of inquiry concerning their 
testing program, She wrote that a laboratory pretest had been 
used with their beginning course for five years. They have made 
many changes in Wansgard ' s original test, but it is the basis for 
the test that they are presently using. The laboratory is set up in 
' 
stations and at each station the student is given directions as to 
what she is to do. For instance, at one station she is to thi cken 
a cup of hot l i quid with flour, At another station sh~ is given a 
pan with some raw potatoes in it and asked to measure the amount of 
water that she would use to cook them to preserve the maximum of 
Vitamin C, The student is allowed either five or ten minutes at 
each station, Half of the students take the practical laboratory 
t es t while the other half take the written nutrition pretest, 
Mrs. Pearl Jansen, Head, Department of Food and Nutrition; at 
the Universi ty of Illinois wrote that they have used a foods pretest 
with their core course for three years. Only one student has passed 
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both the laporatory pretest and the written exa~ination that is given 
with it. A major purpose of their t~sting program is to make the 
student aware of how little he knows about foods. 
No laboratory pretest is given at Iowa State University according 
to Dr. Wilma Brewer, Head, Department of Food and Nutrition, They do 
giv.e an examination that makes it possible for a student to "test out" 
of a non-laboratory course in food and nutrition. 
A proficiency test may be taken by qualified students at Ohio 
State University. If he passes this examination, he earns full credit 
in the co~rse toward graduation, but it is not considered in the deter-
mination of cumulative point hour ratio. Dr. Elohe Green, Associate 
' 
Professor of Home Economics, who is responsible for making up the test, 
wrote the author that 9 student is permitted to schedule the practical 
part of the test if he passes the written test with a grade of B.or 
better, The students are given a menu of five or six items to prepare 
in a three-hour block without looking up any recipes or other informa-
tion. Several students have passed both sections of the test and have 
gone directly into the succeeding_ c.ourse of Meal Management\ 
Dr. Margy Woodburn, Associate Professor of Food and Nutrition, 
wrote that a 100 per cent objective test is given to freshmen in the 
spring for placement in the fall at Purdue Univet$1ty. Their beginning 
foods course is offered at the sophomorE:? level. Ai;i experience inventory 
is also used with the objective test. 
Use of the Multiple.,Choice Q\lestion 
The author believes that the advantages of the multiple-choice 
question outweigh the disadvantages on a statidardized test, 
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Travers (23, p. 179) writes: 
••• the merits of the multiple-choice type of test question are so 
extensive in comparison with other types of items • . , ••• The essen-
tial structure of a multiple-choice question consists of a problem 
and a number of suggested solutions, of which one is usually 
correct. The first part--that is, the problem--is sometimes 
called the lead, or stem, The suggested solutions are sometimes 
called the alternatives, and the incorrect alternatives are 
called the decoys, or distractors. The test question as a whole 
is referred to as an item. 
Nunnally (16, p. 153) points out the advantage of the multiple-
choice question over essay questions: 
The essay question is comparatively easy to construct but diffi-
cult to grade with more than a dozen students. An adequate 
multiple-choice examination is much more difficult to construct 
but it can be graded easily with hundreds of students. , ••• The 
multiple-choice test is usually more reliable, and substantially 
more so, than the essay test. The unrel~ability of the essay 
examination comes from two main sources: from test scoring and 
from the sampling of conte~t • . ••• The criticisms of multiple-
choice examinations usually concern how bad they can be when 
improperly constructed and ignore the extent to which important 
materials can be framed in multiple-choice form by the ingenious 
test constructor. 
Wood (28, p. 26) further supports the multiple-choice question: 
One of the basic characteristi~s of a multiple-choice item is 
that the item itself contains the. standard by means of which the 
best answer is to be selected. One further advantage of the 
multiple~choice form arises from the fact that the best answer 
does not have to be the one and only indisputably correct response 
to the question posed. It must however be defensible as the best 
among the alternatives presented. 
Rermners and Gage (18, p. 94) give the advantages and disadvantages 
of this method of testing: 
(1) The multiple-choice item can be a dapted to testing the higher 
mental processes, such as inferential reasoning and fine discrimi-
nation, as well as the rote memorization of isolated facts. It 
is the flexible kind of test item available for varying types of 
mental processes according to a specific kind of subject matter. 
(2) The multiple-choice item is frequently preferable to the 
simple question when the correct response is lengthy or involved 
or can be written in several forms. (3) In proportion as the 
number of alternatives is greater than two, the possibility of 
guessing the correct answer is less than in the true-false test; 
the greater the number and plausibility of these alternatives, 
the less chance there is for a guessed answer to be correct. 
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(4) Finally, multiple-choice tests tend to be free of response 
sets which, as previously said, may seriously dilute with irrele-
vant factors what is measured by constant alternative tests. 
Disadvantages of the multiple-choice test item are: (1) It is 
much more difficult to construct well than are other forms of 
test items •••• (2) Multiple-choice items require more time per 
item than do some other types. 
Rennners and Gage (18, p. 95) give the following suggestions for 
constructing a multiple-choice examination: 
1. The stem may be in the form either of a direct question or 
of an incomplete statement • . 
2. If an incomplete statement is used it should be meaningful 
in itself and imply a direct question. 
3. The distractors should be plausible, so that pupils who do 
not possess the achievement being evaluated will tend to 
select them rather than the correct answer. 
4. The length of the alternatives should not vary systematically 
with their correctness. 
5. The arrangement of alternatives should be uniform throughout 
the test. One under the other is the best arrangement. 
6. Grannnatical consistency should be maintained throughout the 
item. 
7. The number of alternatives should be four or five. There 
should be the same number for every item if a formula to 
correct for chance gue,,.~si_ng ii;; applied to the score. 
8. There should be homogeneity in the alternativ~s. 
9. Distractors can often be made attractive an& plausible by 
expressing them i~ textbook phr~seology. 
No item should be so easy that 100 per cent of the students succeed 
with it, nor should any be so difficult that no one succeeds according 
to Rennners and Gage. The average s·core should be about half the pos·· 
sible score and the range of scores for the group will tend to range 
from almost zero to perfect. 
Criteria for Constructing Laboratory Tests 
Arny (1, p. 207) lists the decisions that she feels must be made 
in planning a practical foo ds examination as follows: 
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1. How many students would be tested at one time. 
2. Whe ther they would work individually or in groups. 
3. Whether all would prepare the same or different foods. 
4. What foods ' they would prepare and what amQunts. 
5. What cookery skills the preparation would involve. 
6. Whether students should be notified about the test in 
a dvance. 
7. Whether they should be allowed to use recipes. 
8. Whether they would serve the food after they prepare it . 
9. What supplies should be on hand the day of the test. 
10. What directions should be given. 
11. How performance would be rated. 
12. Who would do the rating. 
The main steps used by Witt (27, p. 111) in developing a station-
to-station test are listed below: 
1. Selecting objectives to be evaluated. 
2. Defining these objectives in terms of students' competencies. 
3. Select ing problems exemplifying the objectives. 
4. Preparing materials to be used at each station. 
5. Working out details of administering the test. 
6. Developing a means of scoring responses, 
She (27, p, 111) developed the following criteria for use in 
selecting the problems for the test: 
1. Problems include situations which are supplementary to the 
written placement test. 
2. Problems are drawn from generalizations which cover the 
content area. 
3. Problems are meaningful in terms of students own experiences. 
4. Problems are specifically worded for this particular test. 
Items which were used for testing by Wangsgard (25, p. 12) were 
selected on the following basis: 
1. Phrases, words, and procedures frequently used in recipes. 
20 The content of the course for which the test was being 
developed. 
3. The judgment of persons trained and experienced in teaching 
food preparat ion. 
4. The items which could not be tested by a written examination. 
5. The practicality of testing in the laboratory. 
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Desirable Characteristics of Evaluation Instruments 
No matter what form in which the test is given, there are certain 
characteristics which are desired in all evaluation instruments. Vali-
dity which indicates the degree to which a test measures what it is 
claimed to measure is one such characteristic. According to Arny 
(1, p. 88) the following factors reduce validity: 
1. Directions are complicated or ambiguous. 
2. M.any different forms of test items are included. 
3. Phrasing of the items is very complex. 
4. Diffict;1.lt computations are required. 
5. Test is too long for time allowed. 
Vali.dity is more important than reliability, ·1:,ut reliability is 
very desirable. This characteristic indicates the accuracy with which 
a test measures whatever it does measure, and it is expressed.in the 
terms of the coefficient of reliability. The factors associated with 
high reliability are listed by Arny (1, p. 99) as foUows: 
1. Adequacy of sampling of content-test is long .in terms of 
items which can be scored individually. It covers all 
aspects of the course. 
2. Scope of content-limited to one or more closely related 
areas., pamples important aspects but also includes material 
which has not been emphasized, 
3. Types and quality of test items-not more than three types 
used. These represent the more reliable types, It should 
be clearly phrased in words students understand. 
4. Difficulty and organization~majority of items of average 
difficulty--easy items at beginning; more difficult .ones 
later. 
5. Directions-adequate but not wordy; clearly stated. 
6. Objectivity-can be scored with inflexible key. 
7. Legibility-easily read. 
8. Discrimination-the test produces a wide range of scores. All 
items discriminate between high-achieving and low-achieving 
students. 
9. Range of ability of group tested-group heterogeneous. Same 
test given in successive grades. 
10. Motivation of students-,students work seriously and do best work. 
11. Environmental conditions-quiet; no distractions, 
12. Time allowance-rigid time limit. Many students do not complete 
test. 
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The typical item analysis of a test yields two kinds of informa• 
tion. It provides an index of item difficulty and an index of item 
validity. The difficulty on an item may be define.d as the proportion 
of a sample of testees that answers the item cqrrectly. The index of 
validity may mean how well the item measures or discriminates in agree-
ment with the rest of the test .or how well it predicts some external 
criterion. 
Kelley (14, p. 17) has contended that the ratio .of the obtained 
differences to its standard error is a maximum when the top group and 
the bottom group each include approximately 27 per cent of the total 
population tested. The comparison of the performance of these two 
groups furnishes the optimum point for making the most prec;i.se esti,,. 
mates of the discrimination values of items in the pool. Using a 
larger ~r smaller value than 27 per cent results in a loss of accuracy 
with which the items can be ranked from most to least discriminating. 
Flannagan (6, p. 674) prepared a table based on the assumption 
that the variables underlying both item success and test score have a 
continuous normal distribution. The correlation coefficients supplied 
by Flanagan are estimates of the product-moment .correlation between the 
two underlying continuous normally distributed variables. 
Davis (4) and others have noted that one limitation in the use of 
any correlation coefficient as a measure of degree of relationship 
between two variables is the fact that units on a scale of correlation 
values do not have the sa,me significa:t1ce as one goes from small to 
large coefficients, Davis has proceeded to prepare an item index based 
on Fisher's z-transformation (5, p. 203) which is a linear function of 
the hyperbolic arc tangent of the product~moment r. This statistic can 
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be used as a direct measure of the a.mount of discriminating power 
possessed by an individual item and may be considered comparable from 
item to item, An increase in the value of z has a ponstant meaning 
at any part of the range of values. An item with i9, validity 
coefficient of .32 will have a discrimination index of 20, Items 
having discrimination indices of 20 or above ordinarily have suffi-
cient discrimination power to be retained according to Davis (4, p, 15). 
Davis (4, p. 21) writes: 
It would be inefficient merely to select the items having the 
highest discrimination indi,ces without regard to other factors, 
such as the weighting of eacq topic to be tested and the diffi-
culty indices of the items, for if maximum efficiency of. 
me.asurement is to be attained, the distribution of difficulty 
indices has to be controlled quite closely ••• all of the items 
used in the test should, ideally, be of a difficulty level 
such that half of the testees at the level of ability represent-
ed by the line of demarcation know the correct.answer. 
A test must be reasonably objective to be fair. Objectivity 
means that a test can be scored with an inflexeble key, or that a 
rating device will produce similar scores when used by aifferent 
judges in rating the same p1;"odi1cts or observing the same behavior. 
It can be determined by correlating the pairs of simultaneous 
independent ratings given by di:fferent judges on the same products 
of behavior according to Arny (1, p, 108)~ 
The accuracy and rapidity of scoring papers and computing 
scores on a test or other devi~e are very important. 
CHAPTER III 
i,'IBTHOD OF PROCEDURE 
Introduction 
The five individual, but correlated subproblems included in 
this study are; (l) the development of objectives for a beginning 
food preparation course; (2) the development of a set of generalq 
izations to be used as a basis for the formulation of test item:=;; 
(3) the construction of a food theory pretest, (4) the con:=;truction 
of a food la,borat;:ory pretest, and (5) the analysis of the test data. 
This chapter is concerned with the methods used for solving these 
problen1s, 
Development of Objectives 
A set of objectives for a beginning food preparation course 
was developed by the author since the Department of Food, Nutrition 
and Institution Administration at Oklahoma State University was in 
the process of revising their curriculurn and no such :=;et had yet 
been devised for the new beginning food preparation course, 
Objectives for other food courses at Oklahoma State University and 
the goals for beginning foods courses set up by the Southern Regional 
Conference of Fedd and Nqtrition Teachers in Colleges were available 
for the study by the author. Objectives for the entire Di,vision of Home 
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Economics at Oklahoma State University were al~o considered in the 
development of the goals for the beginning fpod courses. The .outline 
which was developed by the Food, Nutrition and Institution Adminis-
tration Faculty for the new course titled Family Food was used as a 
guide in developing the objectives. 
A set of objectiv~s were developed for a beginning food prepara-
tion course by the author and were evaluated by Dr. June Cozine, Head, 
Department of Home Ec;::onomics Education; Miss JoAnna Chapman, Associate 
Professc;,r of Home Economics Education; Ivti,ss Gertrµde McAllister, 
Assistant Professor of Home Management, and Mrs~ Gladys MarshaU, 
Chairman, Basic Curriculum for Home Economics Freshmen. The following 
members of the Fo.od, NuJ:ril;:.ion and Institution Administration Faculty 
also evaluated the objectives: Miss Mary Leidigh, Miss Mary Beth 
Carter, Mi s's EHeen Matthews, Miss Hazel ijaker, and Mrs. Lou:i,.se Wake-
lee. The people outside the Food, ~utrition and Institution Admi,nis.-
tration Department who were asked to evaluate the objectives either 
have a degree in Food and Nutrition or Home Economics Education and 
have done extensive work in their areas. They were asked to evaluate 
the objectives on the basis of application for aU majors in home 
economics. 
Each of the people listed above rated the objectives according to 
their importance at the beginning level of food preparation. Upon a 
su.ggestion from Dr. Cozine, the author prepared a content anq behavi-
oral aspect chart as described by Tyhr (24, p. 31). !he chart, con"' 
structed by the author, is presented in the Appendix. 
Definitions for terms used in th~ behavioral aspects of the 
,, ., 
goals were form~lated by the author fo~ this study because these words 
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of t en have di£ferent meanings in different situations, These defini-
tions a.re given below: 
Critical thinking is the process of formula~ing generalizations 
from a collec t ion of specific facts and the ability to apply these 
generalizations to new sit~ations. 
Directs self ;i..s accepting responsibility for one's own individual 
and collective actions. 
Attitude is a mental or habitual reaction to an object or idea 
a.s revealed by opin;i..on or conduct relating to an opinion.. 
AJ?preciates is a sufficient un,derstand;i..ng of an object or idea 
to permit acceptance of its si~nificance or the pleasure which it 
produces. 
Yalu~ are generalized circumstances of l;i..ving which an indivi-
dual consciously or unconsciously believes to have an effect on his 
well-being or self realization, either to himself, or to those with 
whom he is concerned , 
The Food, Nutrition, and :r:nstitution Administ:t;"ation faculty 
members eval ~a ted the objectives on the chart~ The goals were then 
r ewritt en in statement form :following the suggestions given by Rem..mers 
and Ga ge (18 , p, 33) and presented to them for a final evaluation, 
The developed set of objectives are plt'fesenteo, in the results. 
Development of Generalizations 
'l'he. author applied Barbour's. (2, p. 102) suggest:i,ons for formulat-
ing general izations in nutrition to the formulation of food preparation 
genera l i za tions for this study. A set of generalizations was developed 
f r om s t a t ements in recent te~tbooks (7, 11, 1~, 19, and 22) and bul -
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letins (20 and 21). The gene:raUzations were arranged aqcording to 
the area of food preparation to which t;hey applied. 
Four members of t;be Food, Nutr;i.tion 1;tnd Institl..ltion Administra-
tion Department fac·ulty at Ok,lahoma State lTniversity who teach the 
beginning food preparation courses evaluated the generalizations on 
the basis of reliability, level, and importance. The author either 
revised or deleted any statements which were judged as being at too 
high a level or unimportant by more than one of the faculty members. 
However, consideration was given to ;i.ndividua,.l ratings. Statements 
which were rated as being unreliable by any faculty membell' were sub .. 
stantiated by at least two current refera;i.ces or were eliminated. The 
author endeavored to omit material.that recent source materials dis-
agreed upon before the generalizations were submitted for faculty 
evaluation. 
The compiled set of generalizat:lons are included in, the section 
on results. 
Development of Written Section of the Test 
A decision to use all multiple-choice questions on the written. 
pretest was made on the basis of the beliefs of many educat;ors (16, 
18, 23, and 28). A set of criteria for constructing mult;i.ple~choice 
questions was compiled by the author using suggestions from several 
previous workers,(~, 18, and 28)~ l'he criteria used in this st-qdy 
are as follows: 
1. The lead or stem .may be in the form of a direct question or an 
incomplete statement. 
a. If an ;!.ncomplete statement is used, i,t should be mean-
ingful in, itself and imply a direct question. 
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b. ln generd, the ;incomplete sentence form seems to provide 
greater econ,om:y of language. 
2. As much of the item as possible should Qe included in the lead. 
3 •. The lead should generaUy be stated in posit;ive tel;'ms, If µega-
tive items are used they should be un,derli'q.ed; •. 
4. A single definite proble~ should be presented in the lead, 
5. Dangling participles or gel;'unds should not be used in the lead~ 
6. Each item in a test should be independent of other items. 
7. All of the alternatives should follow both plau~ibly and grammati~ 
cally from the statement of the pl;'oblem. 
8. The answers should be parallel in grammatical form, 
9. The altern~tives should be made as brief as possible, 
10. The alternatives should be similar. 
11. The distractors sho.uld be plausible. 
a~ Make distractors as familiar as the correct answer. 
b.. Relate to the same concept as the cor:i;-ect answe:i:-.: 
c~ Make as reasonable and natural as the col;'rect answer. 
12. The .arrangement of alternatives should be unifo;nn througho\J.t the 
test,. One und~r the oth~r is the best arrangement •. 
13. The length of the alternatives should.not vary systematically with 
theit correctnbss, 
14. The position of the c~Frect answer should not vary. syste~aticallyij 
15. "None of the above" as an alternative shot,1ld 1;,e used only with 
definite facts. 
16. "All of the above" gives answer if student knows that twq answers 
are right. 
17 .. Compound responses shol,lld be avoided. 
18. If alternatives contain two pairs of oppo$ites, the members of 
each pair should appear together to avoid confus3ing t;he subject' 
unnecessarily. 
19. Irrevelevant ina~curacies should be ~voided. 
20. Unusual votabulary should be avolded. 
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Four distractors per test item were used because generally wpen 
four or five distractors are used the reliability of a test is higher 
than if only two or three possible answers are used. The same number 
of distractors were used for each item so a correction for guessing 
formula could be applied to the test data (18, p .• 95). 
The questions were formulated from the generalizations developed 
by the author. Other source materials were used for items asking for 
isolated factual information such as measurements and temperatures, 
Each question was written c;m a 3" x 5" card so tha.t it could be 
arranged and rewritten eas:llyf The test items were arranged accord"" 
ing to area content and a chaJ;t was developed to show the distribution 
of the test items. 
The questions were then typed on regular size typing paper and 
presented to Dr. Helen :Barbour and Dr. June Cozine for evaluation. 
Some of the questions were deleted or revised and additional questions 
were added in the areas tha.t they indicated as weak. 
A total of 100 questions for the written section of the pretest 
was selected. The author receiyed gtlidance in writing the directions 
for the test from Dr. Harry Brobst, Head, The Bureau of Testing and 
Measurements, Oklahmp.a State University. 
The test was mimeographed on letter size paper with two columns 
per page, The alternatives were placed at random in a straight; line 
under the stems of the test items. A cover page was used to prevent 
the students from reading ahead before they were told, to 1::>egin, The 
title and the general directions for the test were placed on the cover 
page, The pages were held together by a single staple in the upper-· 
left corner. 
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The test was administered to 60 students who had almost completed 
a beginning course in food and nutrition. However, they were not en-
rolled in the new course for whic;.h the test was des;i.gned. l'wenty-sb: 
students who had had no previous experience in a college food prepara-
tion course, but were enrolled in the new course ti.tled Family,Food, 
took the test on the first or secor1;d day they attended cbss. Fifty-
two other students enrolled in other basic food co\,ll;' ses also took the 
test during the first week of the second semester to make a total of 
138 students. 
Each group took the test under similar phys:i,cal conditions. The 
aut;hor attempted to adjust the temperature, lighting and.outside noise 
to ~ake the conditions as pleasant as possible, 
The students were told the purpose that the test could serve in 
the future and the importance of doing their best work was emphasized. 
They were asked to answer aU questions, even if they had to guess, so 
that .each question could be analyzed foi its validity. No time limit 
was placed on the te:;t because each student needed to answer each 
l 
question for the item analysis. I However, they were asked not to spend 
too much time on any one item. A fifty--minute period was tentatively 
allowed for the test. The first 60 students taking the test were 
requested by the test administrator to encircle the number of the item 
they were working on at the end.of each five minutes .. By counting .the 
number of circles ~:m a test and multiplying by five it was possible to 
determine the .app:i;-ox:i,mate t.ime required to complete the test~ 
Separate answer sheets and special pencils were usE:ld by the students 
so that the tests could be machine gra,ded. Specific instructions were 
given to the stud~nts as to the us~ of these items. No student was 
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allowed to leave the room until the end of the fifty-minute period. 
Development of La.bor8:_tory Section of Test 
Objectivity, validity, :and : reliability are the main goals desired 
by the author in the development of the laboratory pretest. No informa-
tion was found in relation tq an objective food laboratory pretest that 
was being administered in any college or university. There;fore, no 
criteria were found for develop1irtg suc;h a test. 
The following set of ct-iteria was developed by the author to be 
used as a guide in making the laboratory section of the test in this 
study: 
1. The test should be objective~ 
2. The test should be based.on pertinent principles atnd facts of 
beginning food preparation. 
3. The test should include material that cannot readily be tested 
in a conventional written test~ 
4. The test should be .short enough to be administered in fifty ;minutes. 
5. The test: should be one that can be admini,stered for a minimum of 
cost. 
6. The test should not require a long time to set up or take down. 
7. The test should beone tha.t can be administered by pet;'sons untrained 
in testing procedures. 
One problem .encountered in laboratory tests is that they are normally 
performance tests and therefore subjective. Two graders might give en-
tirely different scores to.oneperson's performance .. The author could 
think of no way to make a conventional laboratory test that would have 
all the characteristics set .up in the criteria. Therefore, it was 
decided to adjust a familiar system of objective testing--the multiple-
choice test item--to an unfamiliar situation, the food laboratory. 
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Multiple-choice test ;i.tems were developed so that four numbered 
alternatives to written questions or problems could be placed on the 
tables and counters in the laboratory in the forw of foods, equipment, 
or photographs of procedures instead of being written on the test 
sheet, For example: a problem involving the selection of a piece of 
equipment for a particular process was presented on the test sheet~. 
The alternatives were four nultlbered pieces of equipment which were 
placed on the counter nt=.!ar a number corresponding to.~he number of 
the test item~ The student ·:selected the piece of equipment he thought 
was most suitable and fiUed in the blank under the corresponding 
number on the special answe',I;' sheet furnil;;hed to him. 
The alternatives were arranged consecutively, and clockwise, 
arourtd the laboratory so that a student was automc'l.ticall"y in position 
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for the succeeding question as he finisJ:i.ed the p"J;"evious one. 
Forty-four ql,lestions or pl;'oblems were selected for the laboratory 
examination. These included equipment; selecti,on for specific jobs, 
identification of standard products, selection of food items for spe~ 
cific meal occasiorts, and recognition of errors in a place setting. 
The 44 problems and questions were divided into six groupip.gs :c:eferred 
to as stations ... An equal number of problems were no.t presented at 
each station. Some of the items required-less time.t~an others, there-
fore more of these were included at a station than were the more time 
consuming items. Six students could take the test (at one set of sta-
tions) at the same time with only one student at a giyen station. Two 
to four sets of six stations per set were used depending upon the 
number of students being tested .. 
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The test booklet contained six pages of questions. Each page 
contained the problems for one of the six stations, The pages were 
arranged so that every sixth test booklet started with station six and 
each of the five booklets in between these two started with a different 
station number of either one, two, .thll;'ee, four, or five, The tests 
were handed out so that no two stµdents would be at the same station at 
the beginning or at any other tii;ne during the test since the pages were 
arranged in the order of the sequence of the 1:,t;ations. For example: 
a student beginning at Station Six would rotate to Station One, and so 
on until he had finished Station Five. 
Dr. Brobst guided the author in the formulation of the written and 
oral directions for administering the test. He also helped the author 
arrange the format for the test booklet. The directions used in admin-
istering the test are given in the section on results. 
A cover page giving general directions for taking the test and the 
title of the test was µsed, 
Thirty-seven of the first sixty students who took the written pre-
test were also given the laboratory test. Four sets of six stations 
each were set up because twenty of the students were in one section 
and seventeen were in the other section. The 78 students who took the 
test at the beginning of the second semester were allowed one two-hour 
period to complete both the written and laboratory tests. Each section 
of approximately twenty students were divided into two groups. While 
one group took the written test, the other group took the laboratory 
section of the test. At the end of one hour the groups exchanged 
positions. Only two sets of six stations each were needed for this 
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since eight to twelve students were in the laboratory at one time. 
Directions for taking the written test were given before the 
student groups were divided. They were also given general directions 
for taking the laboratory test at this time. However, specific dir~c-
tions were given to each group in the laboratory just before they 
started this test. 
A six-minute time limit was tentatively set for each station. At 
the end of six minutes, or when it was evident that all students had 
finished their station, the students we~~ asked to rotate to the next 
station. Instructions asking_the student to please remain at his sta-
tion until he was requested to change were in capital letters at the 
bottom of each test page. 
One easily recognizable criticism of this type of testing is that 
a studentus actual skill cannot be evaluated. However, the author 
believes that skills cannot be developed in the classroom laboratory. 
Students can learn methods and proc·edures for developing skiUs, but if 
they do not practice these outside the laboratory, they will not be 
skilled when they complete one course in food preparation. Because of 
this, the author believes that students who can identify proper methods 
of procedure, and a standard product and who can select the appropriate 
equipment for specific jobs have had the proper experiences to be ex-
empted from a beginning food preparation course, providing the student 
can also pass a valid and reliable theory test with a B grade or better. 
Procedure of Test Analysis 
The reliability coefficients for both instruments were determined 
by the following approximation formula ( 9, p. 341) which gives the 
minimU!ll 
ru 
n 't m 
reliability estimate 
__ n'°ti - m (n-m) 
<St · (n~l) 
= reliability of t;he 
= number of items in 
"' standard deviation 
to be expected: 
whole test. 
test. 
of test scores. 
= mean of test scores. 
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The assessment in each case demands utilizing the number of items 
in the test, the standard deviation and the mean of the test scores. 
The estimate in each case gives the reliability of the whole test. 
The most common use of item-analysis data is in the selection of 
best items to make up the final form of the test. After the Food 
Theory and Laboratory Pretest had been administered the difficulty 
indices and discrimination indices were assessed to determine which 
items were to be included in the test, which items should be re~edited 
and which items had little or no discriminating value. Only those 
test papers were analyzed in which all items were answered. 
The analysis, applied to each test separately, consisted of com-
paring the performances of testees in the upper 27 per cent of .the 
total group on each i.tem w;i.th the testees in the lower 27 per cent of 
the total group. 
In the analysis involving the.Food Theory Pretest a total of 37 sub= 
jects was included in the upper 27 per cent and a total of 37 subjects 
were included in the lower 27 per cent. In the Food Laboratory Pretest 
analysis a total of 31 subjects was included in each qf the two groups. 
In order to get a clear picture of the procedure of analysis, each 
item in the upper and lower 27 per cent of the total distribution of 
test scores was treated as follows: (1) the number of distractor 
responses and right answer responses were counted; (2) the number of 
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right responses was corrected for guessing and converted into a proper-
tion using the formula given below: (4, p.6) 
R - W 
P = (K=l) 
N 
p Proportion 
R = The number of testees that answer the item correctly, 
w = The number of testees that answer the item incorrectly. 
K = The number of choices in the item. 
N The number of testee~ answering the question, 
(3) the vali.dity index was obtained by reading from Flanagan I s Table 
(6, p. 674) with the proportions passing the item in the upper and 
lower 27 per cent and locating the appropriate correlation coefficient; 
if odd rather than even proportions were obtained, an interpolation for 
the appropriate correlation coefficient was required; (4) the validity 
index was converted into a discrimination index by reading from the Dis-
crimination Indices Table prepared by Davis (4); (5) the level of item 
difficulty was determined by summing the proportions derived in step (2) 
and dividing by two, and (6) the average proportion derived in step (5) 
was converted into a difficulty index number by referring to the Dif= · 
ficulty Indices Table prepared by Davis (4, p, 38). 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION· 
Objectives Developed 
The student objectives that were developed by the author for the 
beginning food preparation course are as follows: 
Objectives for FNIA 213 Family Food 
I. Does critical thinking in relation to: 
1. Food pur~hasing, storage, preparation, and service. 
2. Desirable standards of prepared food. 
3. Management of time, energy, and other resources in food purchas-
ing, storage, preparation, and service. 
4. Evaluation and acceptance of new foods. 
5. Sanitary practices in handling and pre~aring food. 
6, Food selection, preparation, and service as a means of creative 
expression. 
7. Desirable combinations of foods, 
8. Equipment needed in food preparation and service. 
9, Wide use of available foods. 
II. Directs self in relation to: 
l, Food selection, preparation, and se:i;ivice as a means of creative 
expression, 
2, Use of terms in handling and preparing food, 
3. Sanitary practices in handling and preparing food. 
4. Mtanagement of time, energy, a!l_d other resources in food purchaEl·" 
ing, storage, preparation, and service, 
5. Wide use of available foods, 
6, Selection of meals for self and others, 
7. Evaluation and acceptance of new foods, 
III. Develops desirable attitudes in relation to: 
1. Contribution of processed foods to presept-day living 
2. Combinations of foods. 
3. Psychological, economic, and social effects of food advertising 
in our society. 
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IV . Develops an appreciation of: 
l, Contribution of processed foods to present-day living, 
2, Variety of methods used in preparation and service of food. 
3. Contribution of food and its service in fostering family 
relationships, 
4. Information which appears on packaged products. 
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5, Contribution of current scientific knowledge of food process-
ing and preparation. 
6. Benefits which agencies provide the consumer, 
7. Pleasures which may be found in eating. 
V. Develops values in relation to: 
l, Sanitary practices in handling and preparing food, 
2. Food selection, preparation, and service as a means of crea-
tive expression. 
3 . Wide use of available foods. 
4. Desirable standards of prepared food, 
5, Management of time, energy, and other resources in food 
purchasing, storage, preparation, and service, 
Generalizations Developed 
The final set of generalizations as developed by the author for 
the beginning food preparation course are : 
Generalizations for FNIA 213 Family Food 
Meats 
1 . If meat has been inspected and graded by a government agent, it can 
be considered safe to eat at the time of inspection . 
2, When comparing meat prices, the cost of the edible lean should be 
us ed rathe r than the cos t per pound. 
3, Becau se ne ither palatability nor food value correspond to marke t 
price , the cheaper cuts of meat may be a more economical source 
of lean than are expensive cuts. 
4. If bee f is of good quality, it is bright red in color, it is fine 
grained and smooth, anp the fat is creamy white, firm, and brittle . 
5. I f veal is of good quality it is grayish pink, the texture is fine 
grained and smooth and the interior fat is firm and bri ttl e and is 
grayish or pinkish-white in color. 
6, If lamb is of good quality, it is pinkish-red in color, fine grained 
and smooth, t he fat is firm, brittle, and white or pinkish in color 
and the bones are soft, red, and spongy, and show cartilage. 
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7. If pork is of good quality, the flesh is grayish-pink color, fine 
grained, and the fat is firm and white but not brittle. 
8. If meat from older animals is selected, it will usually be less 
tender than meat from younger animals, since the mu~cle fibers 
are more developed in an older animal. 
9. I f a meat cu t is from a portion of the animal that has been 
exercised a great deal, it will tend to be less tender than cut s 
from the little-used parts of the animal. 
10. Because moisture and heat are conducive to bacterial action, meats 
shoul d be covered lightly to allow drying and should be stored in 
t he coldest part of the refrigerator. 
11. Because ground meats are easily penetrated by bacteria, they should 
be used as soon as possible. 
12. Becau se f l esh foods are highly perishabl~ they are readily subject 
to new contamination after cooking even though the original patho-
genic organisms were killed when the meat was cooked. 
13. Beca~se particles of the bone and foreign particles may be on the 
surface of the meat, it should be wiped with a damp Gloth before 
cooking. 
14. If cut meats are dipped in water, there will probably be a loss of 
some of the soluble constituents of the meat. 
15. I f meat is seared before roasting, a greater loss of juices than 
in unseared meat may result due to the high temperature used. 
16. I t is advisable t o apply salt to steaks and chops after they are 
br owned, becau se salt retards browning of meat. 
17 . There is no advantage in salting roasts before serving, because 
sa l t only penetrates a short distance in meat. 
18. A meat thermometer is the best known way to determine the s t age of 
<loneness of the meat, because the internal temperature is direc tly 
r e la ted to the stage of <loneness. 
19 . Because pieces of meat of the same weight may vary enough in shape , 
t hickness, and in proportion of meat to bone as to cause a differ -
ence in roasting ti~e, cooking time charts should be used only as 
guides to esti.mate the total cooking time. 
20. When meat is removed from the oven, the internal temperature will 
rise a few degrees, therefore the meat should be removed before 
the desired stage of <loneness is completely reached. 
21. When cooking frozen c4ts of meat, allow about one and one=half 
times as long to cook as is necessary for similar cuts of un-
frozen meat. 
22. If drip and cooking waters are utilized, the food values of meat 
are well retained. 
23. If a cut of meat contains a minimum of connective tissue, it .is 
considered a tender cut of meat and may be cooked by dry heat 
methods. 
24. When cooking meat in the oven by dry heat, a.constant low tern= 
perature should be maintained to prevent excessive shrinkage and 
loss of juice and. flavor~ 
25. lf a cut of meat is boneless, the cooking time will be longer 
than for meat with bone, because bone aids in heat penetration. 
26. If a good layer of fat covers a roast, some evaporation will be 
prevented since water does not tend to pass through the layer of 
fat. 
27. When the fat is found well distributed throughout the muscle 
fibers, the cut of meat will usually be tender. 
28. When meat is cooked at low temperatures, the muscle fibers hold 
together better and there is less crumbling and falfing apart 
of the meat than when it is cooked at high temperatures. 
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29. When moist heat methods are used to cook meat, the temperature of 
the connective tissue rises to the point where gelatin is formed 
much more rapidly than in dry heat, because water and steam are 
much better conductors of heat than air. 
30, If moist heat methods are used to cook meat; or poultry, the water 
should not be hotter than simmering to avoid' the to1,i'ghening .effect 
of high temperature on the fibers. 
31. If beef is cooked only to the rare stage, it will be more juicy 
and flavorful and there will be a larger number of servings than in 
meat cooked to the well-done stage._ 
32. Because pork that has not been specially treated may contain trich= 
inae, it is wise to cook it to the well-done stage. 
33, Because poultry flesh is often too shallow to insert a regular meat 
thermometer, it is often difficult to determine the stage of done= 
ness. 
34. If no thermometer is used for testing the <loneness of poultry, the 
bird will be done when the joints can be moved easily, especially 
the thigh joint. 
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Because the legs and wings of poultry are small in relation to the 
body of the bird, they cook more rapidly. 
36. If the legs and wings of poultry are tied close to the body, over-
drying can be minimized, 
37. If the breast is placed down when roasting poultry, the fat on the 
back will aid in ba~ting, 
38. If the natural form of fish is to be retained, it must be carefully 
handled and not overcooked, 
.Eggs 
l, If an.egg is fresh, the yolk will hold its shape in the center, 
the white will be more or less firm, the odor will be fresh, and 
the color will be "good". 
2. If the protective, dull coat of the egg shell is washed off before 
storage, the porous shell may then permit odors, flavors, bacteria, 
and molds to enter the egg and may permit greater evaporation from 
the egg, 
3. Because the egg can be contaminated from substances on the shell, 
it is wise to wash all eggs just before breaking the shell. 
4. When eggs are chilled for two or three weeks in the refrigerator, 
no noticeable changes in the flavor of the egg can be detected 
even though the egg will change in fonn to some extent. 
5, Because the protein in egg yolk coagulates in air, unbroken egg 
yolks should be covered with water :ln a tightly covered container 
in the refrigerator. 
6, When storing egg whites, cover tightly and place in the refrigerator 
to prevent drying and spoilage, 
7. Because eggs have a high protein content, they should.always be 
cooked at low to moderate temperatures to prevent toughening of 
both yolk and white, 
8, If an egg is taken directly from the refrigerator, it will hold 
its shape better for frying than eggs held at room temperature. 
9. If hard cooked eggs are immersed i.n cold water immediately after 
cooking, they tend to peel easier and there is less discoloration 
due to overcooking. 
10, If prepared dishes containing a high percentage of eggs are over 
cooked or cooked at too high a temperature, syneresis or weeping 
of the curd may occur. 
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11. If water is used as a heating medium instead of air, baked custard 
products will be more evenly cooked. 
12. When sugar is combined with eggs, the coagulation temperature is 
raised and more time is required for cookibg. 
13. When salt and acids are combined with eggs, the coagulation tem-
perature is lowered and less time is required for cot)king. 
14, When poaching an egg, hot water should be used to coagulate the 
·surface of the egg and protect; the interior from the solvent 
action of the water. 
15. Since the fat in yolks greatly interferes with the whipping 
quality of the whites, g+eat care should be taken to keep all of 
the yolk out of the whites. 
16. If egg whites are at room temperature, they are less viscous and 
tend to whip better and give greater volume. 
17. When egg whites are held after beating, the foam tends to separate 
and cannot be beaten so lightly again. 
18. If an egg white foam is over beaten, the air cells may collapse 
and give a heavy compact end product. 
19. When eggs are used as a leavening agent, their effect;i.veness will 
depend upon the amount of air beaten in and reta:i,qe.d during the 
process of food preparation. _ 
20, When egg whites are frozen or dried, their.foaming properties are 
not destroyed. 
21. Because eggs will form thin, stable films around tiny globules of 
oil, they are valuable as emulsifying agents. 
22, Because food poisoning develops easily in moist, nonacid foods, 
cooked egg dishes should be kept stored in the refrigerator, 
Milk and Cheese 
1, Because the pasteurizing process destroys disease causing micro~ 
organisms, pasteurized milk is considered safe. ,to drink. if it has 
been handled properly in the home, 
2, Because milk is an excellent medium for bacterial growth, it should 
be stored in the coldest part of the refrigerator, 
3. If milk is boiled, it has a "flat" flavor due to the loss of the 
dissolved gases in it, 
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4. Because milk contains lactose, a sugar, it scorches easily and should 
be cooked slowly. 
5. Because non-fat dry milk solids are inexpensive, wholesome, low in 
calories, and high in nutritive value, it is wise to consider them 
for drinking purposes as well as for cooking, 
6. When cooking cheese, a protein food, a low temperature should be 
used to prevent toughening and stringiness of the protein, and 
separation of the fat. 
Sauces 
1. When a starchy material is ~sed for thickening a liquid, the starch 
granules need to be separated before the hot liquid is added t6 pie-
vent• lumps in the mixture, 
2, If each particl~ of starch is not surrounded by liquid, it cannot 
swell to its maximum capacity, 
3. If starch is overcooked, it converts to dextrin which has less 
thickening power than the starch, 
4 1 Because acid convei;-ts starch to, dextrin, it is advisable to cook the 
starch in the sauce first and add the acid last. 
Fruits and Vegetables 
1, If vegetables and fruits are properly prepared, cooked, and served, 
they will he:J.p contribute valuable nutrients to the diet. 
2. When fruits and vegetables are fresh and attractive, their vitamin 
content will usually be higher than those that are wilted and off-
color, 
3, If vegetables are over-·mature, there is usually more waste and a 
longer cooking time is needed than is required for young, slightly 
immature products, 
4. When vegetables are harvestedJ enzymes are set free which hasten 
the destruction of certain of the vitamins and cause other forms of 
deterioration. 
5, Because the maturing action continues after harvesting, fresh vege-
tables, except tomatoes, are considered to be best whenharvested 
at a slightly immature stage. 
6. Because deterioration of fruits and vegetables is due primarily to 
oxidation, generally the lower the temperature, the shorter the time, 
and the less exposure to exygen during storage results in a decreased 
deterioration rate, 
7. When held in conunon storage and in refrigeration above freezing, 
natural plant products continue to live and undergo some of the 
changes associated with increasing maturity. 
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8. If vegetables are stored at low temperatures, the development of 
pathogenic bacteria and those which make food inedible is retarded. 
9. When root vegetables are stored in a coo l, dry, well-ventilated 
place, they will tend to retain their normal characteristics. 
10. I f leafy and other fresh vegetables are trinuned to remove inedible 
parts, washed, and stored in a covered container in the refriger -
ator, dehydra t ion and loss of nutrients will be retarded, 
11. I f canned goods are to undergo minimum deterioration, they should 
be stored in a cool, dry place, 
12. If a can has been opened, it is safe to refrigerate unused portion s 
of · the food in the original can as it has a~ enamel finish on the 
inner surfaces, 
13. If reconstituted f~ozen fruit juices are covered and kept in the 
refrigerator, they will retain most of their ascorbic -acid value 
for three or four days. 
14 . I f citrus fruits are covered to provide a moist atmosphere, they 
will not dry out so readily. 
15. When held at refrigerator temperatures, the avocado and banana 
discolor and lose . the power of ripening, 
16. Because root and tuber vegetables often contain embedded dirt , 
they s houl d be scrubbed with a vegetable brush before being cooked. 
17. When washfng leafy vegetables, care should be taken not to bruise 
the l eaves to avoid a loss of nutrients and a less attractive ap-
pearance . 
18 . If warm or ho t water is used for washing green leafy vegetab l es, 
wil ting will occur . 
19. When r emoving the skin from fruits and vegetables, care should be 
taken to remove as little as possible because many of the food 
nutrients are located just underneath the outer skin. 
20. If the skin of a fruit or vegetable is undesirable, a very thin 
layer can be slipped off after cooking or the raw food can be 
scraped or thinly pared to avoid excessive loss of nutrients, 
21. Becaus e of the oxidative changes that occur at the surface of cut 
fruits and vegetables, slicing or other partitioning of plant 
ma terials shoul d be done j ust before they are to be used. 
22. I f uncooked fruit and vegetable products a re ground or mashed , a 
gr eat l oss of flavor, color, and ascorbic acid usually occurs. 
23. I f cut fruits and vegetables are exposed to the air, ascorbic 
a c i d may be lost by oxidation. 
24. f pared or cut fr uits and vegetables are allowed to soak i n 
wa t er before cooking , water so l uble vitamin s and certain of t he 
minera ls may be lost by dissolving in the liquid . 
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25, If berries are washed before the stems and hulls are removed, 
there wi l l be a smaller loss of nutrients than if they are washed 
a f t er hull i ng, 
26. I f berrie s are s l iced rather than crushed, there will be les s 
a scorbic a c id lost. 
27 . I f f r uit s and vegetables a re marinated or treated with an ac i d 
s uch a s v i negar or lemon juice, the ascorbic acid will be pro -
t ec t ed and browning will be prevented, 
28. I f a plant ma t erial is heated in a moist atmosphere the tissues 
will be softened an<;l if heated for a long enough time, the vege -
table or fruit will fall apart, 
29 . Be cause the softening of the plant structure du.ring cooking allows 
many of t he nutrients and flavoring subs t ances to dissolve in the 
cookin g wa ter , only the amount of water that can be consumed wi t h 
t he food shoul d r emain at the end of the cooking period. 
30, I f exce ssive cooking wa t er is not evaporated or recovered and used 
I 
i n soups , gr av ies, or other foods, much of the vitamin and miner a l 
value contained in the vegetables will be wasted. 
31. When vege t abl es a re cooked proper l y, their or i ginal shape , flavor, 
and co l or wil l be r e ta i ned. 
32. I f heat i s reduced to mainta in a s l ow steady boil, there wi ll be 
l ess di s integr a t ion of t he vegeta ble or fruit and less vitami n 
des t ruc t i on t han when t hey a re cooked a t a rapid boil. 
33 . f a large amount of s urface a r ea is exposed, there wil l be a 
gr ea t er los s of nutrients than i f a smal l er sur face . is exposed. 
34. I f sa l t is a dded at the beginning or the midpoint of t he cooking 
pe r i od , t he t exture an d fl avor of most vegetables will be i mproved. 
35 . I f a cov er ed kettle or steamer is used to cook f r uits an d vege ~ 
tabl es, the intensi ty of t he flavor tends to increase , whi le an 
open ke t le all ows some vol a tile flavoring substances to escape, 
36 . I f vegeta bl es are boiled in t heir skins only a slight loss of 
soluble mater i a l occurs, 
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37, If vegetables are cooked in a pressure saucepan, time, fuel, flavor, 
color, and usually nutrients will be saved due to the short cooking 
time required. 
38. Because canned vegetables are already thoroughly cooked, they 
need only to be heated or chilled to improve palatabil;l.ty. 
39. If the liquid from canned vegetables is evaporated to the desired 
quantity by rapid boiling in an open container before the veg-
etables are added, the nutrient and flavor losses from the 
vegetable to the liquid will be offset. 
40, When green. vegetables are cooked in the presence of an acid, 
they tend to turn olive-drab? 
41. When the cooking solution is alkaline, green vegetables tend 
to be bright green. 
42. If green vegetables are cooked uncovered during the first few 
minutes, volatile acids that dull their color will be allowed 
to escape. 
43. When red, purple, blue or violet. vegetables ar:ti in an acid sol= 
ution, the red ones retain their original colpr·and the others 
tend to turn red, 
44. When red, purple, blue or violet plant materials are in an alka-
line solution, they will retain their blue color or ten~ to turn 
blue. 
45. If red vegetables are cooked covered and in their skins, there 
will be a greater preservation of the volatile acids and th~ red 
color, 
46. When white vegetables are in an acid solution they tend to ret:ain 
their white color, 
47. If white vegetables are cooked in alkaline solutions, they tend to 
turn yellow. 
48. If the yellow vegetables are exposed to small amounts of acid or 
alkali 1 there will be little if any color change. 
49. If yellow vegetables are overcooked and the sugary Juice of the 
vegetable is scorched, darkening will occur even though the color-
ing matter in yellow vegetables is very stable under ordinary con-
ditions, 
50, If vegetables are preserved by freezing, there is usually a greater 
retention of fresh flavor, texture, color, and nu.tritive value than 
if they arepreserved by any other known method. 
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51. If frozen foods are to retain a high percentage of their nutrients 
and their good eating quality, they must be stored near 0°F. 
52. When most vegetables are cooked without thawing, they retain their 
best volume, shapeJ texture, color, flavor, and food value, 
53. If vegetables are thawed prior to cooking, the package should be 
unopened for best retention of flavor and nutritive value. 
54. Frozen greens are best partially defrosted before cooking to avoid 
over-cooking the outer leaves before the inside of the block is 
defrosted. 
55, If corn on the cob is not defrosted completely before cooking, the 
cob will not thaw during the cooking process, 
56, If fruits are cooked in a sugar sirup, they tend to hold their 
shape better than when cooked in water. 
57. When fruits are cooked in sirup, the cells take up sugar by osmosis; 
the fruit becomes more transparent and may tend to shrink slightly. 
58, If excess sugar is used with cooked fruits, the delicate flavors 
will be masked. 
59, Because dried fruits have a high sugar content, little sugar needs 
to be added for sweetening purposes. 
60, If a vegetable contains a high water content and a small surface 
area, it will lend itself to baking. 
61. If skins of vegetables are oiled and wrapped in foil before baking, 
the skins will tend to be soft due to the entrapped steam, 
62, When fruits and vegetables are baked in their skins, the steam which 
is trapped under the skins cooks the interior. 
63. If a fruit or vegetable requires very little cooking, broiling is a 
suitable method to use. 
64. When vegetables are fried, the fat should be hot so that a minimum 
amount of it is absorbed, 
65, If vegetables are low in starch and attractive in appearance, they 
are often good when eaten raw, 
Salads and Salad Dressings 
1 
~ .. Because many salad materials are eaten raw, it is essential that 
they are thoroughly washed. 
2. If a watery salad is to be prevented, all materials need to be 
carefuHy dried before combining them. 
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3. If the pieces of a salad are large enough to keep their identity, 
yet not so large that they are difficult .to eat, they will tend 
to hr more attractive and appetizing. 
4. Because simple, natural salad arrangements are difficult to im= 
prove upon, it is wise to avoid grotesque and fixed arrangements. 
5. If salad greens are tarn rather than cut, there will be less 
bruising and discoloring .of the vegetables. 
6. Because foods with a strong flavor mask mare delicate flavors, 
they should be used sparingly. 
7. When selecting a dressing for a salad, consideration should be 
given ta its flavor and consistency in relation ta the other parts 
of. the salad. 
8 0 Because the liquid, acid, and fat in a salad dressing will not mix, 
but one is dispersed in the other, the dressing,is an emulsion. 
9. Oil at room temperature is desirable.when making a dressing, be-
cause cold oil is more diffic1.1,lt to break up into small globules 
than is warm, less viscous oil. 
10. After a permanent emulsiortis formed, it should be stored in the 
refrigerator because chilling thickens and stabilizes the product. 
11. If salads are stored covered in the refrigerator before serving, 
there will be less drying, absorption of odors and giving off of 
odors than if stored uncovered. 
Cereals 
1. When cereal is cooked, the rate of digestion and palatability of 
the cereal are improved. 
2. Because quick=cooking ,cereals have been partially cooked before 
packing, they require a shorter cooking period than untreated 
cereals. 
3. If cereals are cooked slowly, they tend to develop an improved 
flavor and a softer fiber than if they are cooked rapidly. 
4. When all particles of the cereal are equally exposed to the heat 
and liquid, a desirable uniform gelatinous mass will be formed. 
5. If cereals are cooked without stirring, the original form of the 
cereal can. be maintained during the softeni,ng process. 
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6. Because starch of cereal reaches its capacity for maximum absorp-
tion of water seve,;al degrees below the boiling pciint of water,·. a 
double boiler may be used successfully in cooking cereals. 
7. If salt is added to the water at the beginning of the cooking per-
iod, the flavor will be improved and the original shape of the 
cereal will be maintained better than if the salt is added after 
the cereal is cooked, 
8. Because most brands of cereal vary in the amount of water required 
and the. time necessary for cooking, it is recommended that this 
information be obtained from the package, 
9. When ready-to-.eat cereal cartons are opened, the remaining cereal 
should be closed as tightly as possible and stored in a warm, dry 
place to prevent the absorption of moisture. 
Batters and Doughs 
1. When the ratio of flour to water is such that mixtures will pour 
or drop easily from a spoon, they are called batters, 
2. If a mixture is thick and can be rolled or kneaded., ;it is a dough, 
3, When cakes contain fat and are leavened with baking powder, steam, 
and air, they are generally called butter cakes. 
4. If a cake does not contain fat and is leavened only with air and 
steamJ it is classified as a sponge cake. 
5. When breads are leavened with steam, air, or baking powderJ they 
a:re lisually called "quick" breads. 
6. When mixtures have a high proportion of liquid and are baked at 
a high oven temperature, steam is rapidly formed and acts as a 
leavening agent. 
7. When baking powder is used as a leavening agent it must be dis-
solved in a liquid before it can release carbon dioxide which aids 
in le.a.vening the mixture. 
8, When yeast is in the presence of moisture, food, and favorable 
temperatures, it multiplie~ rapidly and releases carbon dioxide 
which aids in leavening. 
9. If the dough becomes t;oo hot, the yeast cells will be killed, but 
if the dough is· too cool yeast growth will be retarded. 
10. Because shortening increases tenderness and aids tn leavening, it 
is used in most batters and doughs, 
11. When breads are made with milk they stale less readi,.ly than do 
breads made with no milk. 
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12. Because wheat flour contains two proteins which form gluten, it is 
considered superior to all other flours for'bread making. 
13. If all =purpose flour is substituted for cake :!;lour .i the amount 
called for should be decreased. 
14. If the gluten is made elastic by thorough, kneading and mixing, 
it can expand and hold within it the gas bubbles formed by the 
leavening a.gents. 
15. Lightness, the distinctive characteristic of batters and doughs, 
is produced when heat expands the air or other ga.ses trapped 
in the elastic gluten. 
16. If a batter or dough is overmixed, the resulting product may 
have tunnels, peaks, a smooth crust, and an inc~eased tendency 
to stale readily. 
17. When a mi~ture is understirred, sugary crusts, concave tops 
and a coarse texture may result. 
18. If baked products a:re stored in cool dry places, staling and 
molding will be retarded. 
19. If muffins, biscuits, waffles, and griddle cakes are stored, 
· they will probably need to be refreshed by heating before 
being eaten, since they stale so ~eadily. 
20. When filling a cake or muffin pan, about one-half to one-
third of the depth is generally allowed for expansion. 
21. When baking pans are staggered in the oven there can be free 
circulation of heated air around the pans. 
22. If a short baking t;i.me is required, pans made of materials 
that conduct heat rapidly will generally give better browning. 
23. When heavy pans made from a m~terial such as glass, iron, and 
enc9tme1 ware are used, the products tend to have a thick heavy 
ct>-i.rnt and in some cases are misshaped. 
24. lBeca.use shiny pans reflect the radiant heat, a longer baking 
time may be required than with dull pans. 
25. If shiny pans are used, a product with a greate~ volume may 
result because it has a longer ti!I)le to expand before the crust 
is formed. 
26. Because of increased depthJ products baked in deep pans require 
low'er temperatures and longer baking times than do products 
ba,ked in shallow pans. 
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Pastry 
l. When the flour particles are separated from each othel;' by means of 
fat, the development of gluten will be prevented and the pie crust 
will be more tender • 
. 2. If large fat particles are rolled between the layers of dough, 
rather than mixed finely in the doughP the crust will tend to be 
more flaky. 
3. If too much water is used in relation to the amount of fat in pie 
dough, the flakiness of the pastry may be decreased, 
4. If pastry is handled too much, it tends to become tough, 
5. If the dough is allowed to stand a few minutes before rolling, the 
extensibility and elasticity will be increased, making it easier 
to handle, 
6. If pie crusts are pricked with a fork before baking, blistering 
of the crust will be prevented. 
Beverages 
l, If water for drip coffee and tea is boiled excessively, it will be 
flat and insipid and the flavor of the tea and coffee will be 
affected.· 
2, When coffee or tea is boiled, there is a greater extraction of 
tannin which produces a bitter flavor and also causes excessive 
loss of flavor, 
3. lBecause some aluminum and pewter pots impart a metallic taste to 
coffee; glass, pottery, enameled ware or stainless steel is recom~ 
mended for making these beverages. 
4. !8ecause unbrewed tea and coffee readily lose their aromatic flavors 
and fragrancesJ they could be stored in. tightly covered containers. 
Gen.er al 
1. When. buying foodJ consideration should be given to unit cost, 
amou.nt of waste J nutrients supplied by the food, and time, energy J 
and further expense required for its preparation. 
2. When carefully prepared, a food budget should help people to eat 
economically, to buy intelligently, and to live comfortably, 
3. Wh.en prepared or partially-prepared foods are used, the cost in 
dollars is usually increased, 
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4. When time an.d money are both considered in the cost of food, con-
venience foods may be less expensive than home-prepared foods. 
5. Wl1en. equipment is carefully selected and conveniently arranged.i 
much time and energy may be saved in food preparation. 
60 Whe:rn planni ..·ng m.e:rnusJ considera,tion should be given to the food 
alread:y on hand, food available to be purchased, the time needed 
to prepare the food and the cost of the food, 
7. When preparing a mealJ a work schedtile, either mental or w:ritten 3 
will aid in timing so that all foods will be ready for use as 
desired. 
e. If food served is nourishing but unappetizing} nutritional defi-
ciencies may occur because the food is not eaten, 
Theory Section of Pretest 
The general directions printed on the cover sheet of the Theory 
Section of the Pretest are given below: 
GENERAL DIRECTIONS: Do not turn this page until the examiner tells you 
to do so. 
No questions may be asked after the examination has begun. Please 
answer all the questions:; even if you have to guess. DO NOT SPEND TOO 
MOCH TIME ON AN\Y ONE ITEM. 
The following set of specific directions was printed at the top of 
the first page of test items. 
DIREIC'I'IONS: Each of the following incomplete statements or questions 
is followed by four possible answers. Select the answer that best 
completes the statement or answers the question, On, your answer sheet 
blacken with pencil the space between the dotted.lines having the same 
number as your choice. 
Additional oral instructions on the use of the special answer 
sheet and special pencils were also given to the students. There was 
no indication of any misunderstanding of directions by the students. A 
time limit of fifty minutes proved to be ample for the majority of the 
students. Several students finished the written section of the pretest 
in thirty minutes. 
A sample of the type .of question used on the theory section of 
the pretest is given below: 
Egg yolk should !!.Q!. be in egg whites to be whipped because the 
L Iron interferes with whipping 
2. Vitamin A interferes with whipping 
3. Sugar interferes wi~h whipping 
4. Fat interferes with whipping 
Five of the top 27 per cent of the students chose distractor (1) 
as the best answer, three chose (2), one chose alternative (3) and 28 
chose the correct answer (4) giving a proportion of .68 answering the 
item correctly when a correction-for-guessing formula was applied to 
the data, Seventeen of the lower 27 per cent of the students chose 
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alternative (1) as the answer, ten chose (2), one chose distractor (3), 
and nine selected the correct answer giving a proportion of ,01 answer-
ing the item cor~ectly. The discrimination index for this item is 67 
and the difficulty index is 42. Both of the indices are highly accept-
able according to Davis (4). 
Laboratory Section of Pretest 
Ihe general directions printed on the cover of the Laboratory Pre= 
test Booklet are as follows, 
GENERAL DIRECTIONS: You will be required to answer questions which 
will be presented to you at each of six stations, You will be directed 
to the stations by tqe instructor. . A_t each station you will be allowed 
approximately five minutes to m.ake your responses on the separate answer 
sheetJ using a special pencil. Please answer all of the questions at a 
· given station in the time allotted by the instructor, even if you have 
to guess. At the end of each five minute period you will be asked to 
move to the next station. 
Specific directions with an example were also printed at the top of 
every test page, The following set of specific directions is for Station 
Four, 
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At St!tion IV you are to answer items 25 through 32 on your 
answer sheet, In responding to item 25 select the cut of meat 
which would be most suitable for roasting, Indicate your answer, 
for example, by marking between the dotted l;ines the best choice 
for item 25 and so on for the remaining items. 
Specific directions were given on each page because the students started 
at different stations. 
The following item is given as ap example of. the type of problem 
included in the Laboratory Section of the Pretest, 
Which utensil is the most desirable in which to roast the meat? The 
possible alternatives were (1) a jelly roll pan, (2) a covered roaster, 
(3) a shallow open pan with a rack, and (4) a rectangular pyrex baking 
dish. 
None of the top 27 per cent of the students chose (1) as an answer, 
three chose (2)J 28 chose the correct answer, (3), and none of this 
group chose distractor (4), Twenty-three of the lower 27 per cent chose 
decoy (1), seven chose (2), only one chose the correct answer, and none 
of the lower 27 per cent group chose distractor (4). The proportion of 
good students answering the item correctly was .87, while only ,01 of 
the students in the lower group answered the item correctly when a cor-
rec.ti.on-for-guessing formula was used, This ratio gives a discrimina-
tion index of 80 and a difficulty index of 47. Both of these indices 
are highly acceptable as indicated by Davis (4), 
The six-minute time allowance for each station proved to be more 
than ample for all the students. Dr, Brobst, who administered the 
laboratory section to about twenty of the students, and the author, who 
administered the tests to the remaining students, found that the testing 
time could be speeded up by asking the students to rotate when it was 
apparent that all the students had completed the items at their station, 
doing this the laboratory section of the pretest was completed in 
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~bout thirty minutes. 
The time :i:-equired for setting.up the laboratory.test was thought 
to be too long.to be practical by several of the faculty members who 
cooperated. The author used appro:dmately three hours to set up the 
laboratory and to prepare the food items used in the test.the second 
time it was given •. Additional time was :i:-equired to assemble the equip~ 
ment and to clear the laboratory. A much longer time was required the 
first time the test was given. 
The laboratory pretest was given to five different sections of 
students during the first week of the spring semester. One set of 
food products was used for the entire week. The food was wrapped in 
polyethylene and stored in the refrigerator between test periods. The 
cost of food used in the test was approximately three dollars, which 
is relatively inexpensive. 
Approximately thirty linear feet of cabinet or table top space 
was required to set up a complete set of six stations. 
Analysis of Pretest Scores 
The distribution of scores for the 138 subjects who. t?ok the 
Theory Section of the Pretest is presented in Table 1, while the dis-
tribution of scores for the 115 students who took the Laboratory Section 
of the Pretest is given in Table 2. The mean of the scores for the 
theory section of the test was 44.40 and th~ standard deviation for the 
scores was 11. 90. The reliability of the Theory Section of th!E! Pr~test 
was found to be .83. (9). 
The mean for the laboratqry section of the pretest was 22.02 and 
the standard deviation was 5.09. The reliability of this section of 
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the test was .59. The lower reliability of the laboratory section of 
the test was expected since the range of ~ossible scores was narrow. 
(9). 
Analysis of Test Items 
The distributions of discrimination indices for the two sections 
of the pretest are presented in Table 3. 
Table 3. Distributions of Discrimination Indices 1 Based on the Upper 
and Lower 27 Per Cent of the Students Taking Each Section 
of the Pretest, 
Theory Section Laboratory Section 
.Discrimination Range Frequency Frequency 
80-84 0 1 
75-79 0 1 
70-74 0 0 
65-69 2 0 
60-64 0 2 
55-59 4 2 
50-54 3 2 
45-49 4 3 
40-44 6 3 
35-39 7 3 
30-34 12 5 
25-29 12 5 
20-24 11 5 
15-19 15 2 
10-14 5 3 
5=9 3 2 
0..,4 16 5 
1see Davis (4, p. 13). 
A discrimination index of 15 was accepted as the minimum level 
for retaining items. This cutting point resulted in 24 per cent of 
55 
56 
theory test items being .classified as failing to meet the acceptable 
level of discrimination. Twenty-three per cent of the items in the 
Laboratory Section of the pr~test failed to meet the acceptable level 
of discriminating power. In each test the nl,Ullber of items to be re= 
edited or discarded represents about 01;1.e quarte·r, of the total pool of 
items~ 
In Table 4 the distribut:(.on of difficulty indices for the-Food 
Theory Pretest indicates that 76 per cent of the items fall within the 
"ideal range" of 30 to 70. The data for the Laboratory Section of the 
Pretest show that 68 per cent fall within this range. Items outside 
the "ideal" range on both tests may still be utilized providing they 
occur within the limit1:1 of acceptable discriminability. (4). 
Table 4. Distributions of Difficulty Indicesl Based on the Upper and 
Lower 27 Per Cent .of the Students Taking·Each Section of the 
Pretest. 
Theory Section Laboratory Section 
Difficulty Range -Fresuency -Freguenc:y 
85-89 0 2 
80-84 2 1 
75=79 4 0 
70-74 4 6 
65-69 2 3 
60-64 14 2 
55=59 5 4 
50=54 12 4 
45-49 15 5 
40-44 9 1 
35-39 9 8 
30-34 10 3 
25-29 2 2 
20-24 .1 0 
15-19 3 1 
10=14 2 1 
5-9 0 1 
0-4 5 0 
.. 
See Davis (4, p. 38) .. 
CHAPTER v· 
INTERPRE!ATION OF RESULTS 
Summary and Conclusions 
This study was concerned with the developI11ent of an instrument to 
b' used as a pret&st for a beginning.college food preparatiQn and 
service cours~. The test consists of two sections--written and labora-
tory--based on course objectives and ~eneraliiations. 
The objectives and generalizations were compiled by the aut;:hc;>r and 
evaluated by a panel of experts from the Departments of Home Economics 
Education and Food, Nutrition and Institution Administration at Oklahoma 
State University. Special emphasis is given to the methods of develop-
ing the objectives and generalization~. 
A one-hundred item multiple-choice theory pretest was developed by 
the author from the generalizations and from specific facts found in 
recent; source materials. This test was evaluated by experts in Food, 
Nutrition and Institution Admini~tration, Home Economi.c::.s Education, and 
Testing and Measurements at Oklahoma State University. 
An objective laboratory pretest was also constructed. The test was 
devised so that it could be graded by an infle~ible key. Students were 
given problems to solve in relation tp selection of equipment, ;i:ecogni-
tion of standard products, identification of c<;>rrect methods for criti-




occasions and recognition of errors in a set.cover. 
The Theory Section of the Pretest was administered to 138 student.s 
enrolled in beginning food preparation courses at Oklahoma State Univer-
sity •. One hundred and fifteen stud1;mts of the 138 taking the theory 
test also took the Laboratory Section of the Pretest. 
The reliability of the theory· Sect1ion of the Pretest was found to 
be .83; the reliability of the Laboratory Section of the Pretest was 
.59. 
Seventy-six per cent of the ·items on the theory section of the 
pretest proved to be discriminating, while 77 per cent of the laboratory 
. .r 
pretest items were c;liscrimina.ting. 
The di~tri:bution of difficulty indices for the theory pretest shows 
that 76 per cent of the items fall within the "ideal" range of difficulty 
level. The data indicate that 68 per cent of the laboratory pretest 
items are within this range, 
RecolllJllendations 
The author does not believe that the Food Pretest is as refined as 
it can or should be before it is used, However, the analysis of the 
test does show that it has de~inite possibilities. Therefore, .the test 
itself is not presented here. 
It is believed that the Theory Section .of the Pretest should have 
-150 discriminating .items ranging.in order of difficulty, This would 
probably raise the reliability coefficient •. A longer test would make it 
difficult for the students to finish in a fifty-minute time limit, there= 
fore a correction .. for-g1.1essing ,formula· would be. especially ·useftiL. 
A larger number of test items is definitely needed for the Labora-
tory Section of the Pretest for the same reasons as given above. 
The author believes that most of the alternatives for the labora-
tory test items can be photographed and the time, space, and expense 
for setting up the test can be held to a minimum·. One item in the 
present laboratory pretest had photographs of a particular procedure 
as alternatives, The discrimination index for this ttem was 60 which 
is highly acceptable, 
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Another possibility would be to set the four alternatives up on 
movie slidee and project the slides for use PY a room full o;f students. 
A time limit.could be set for each slide and time for a re-run of the 
alternatives could be allowed, This method would be a quick and easy 
way to test many students. 
More data is needed to determine norms for using the test as a 
placement device. 
The author plans to continue this study in an attempt to develop 
a valid1 .reliable,.and objective pretest for a beginning food course 
that can be administered at a minimum of time and expense. 
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Food, Nutr;i.tic.>n and 
Institution administration 
Oklahoma State University 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 
February 28, 1962 
Miss ftrlna Amidon has indicated that your college is working to develop 
· a pre'-test in the area of foods • 
. At Oklahoma Stat;e Univers~t;y a pte ... test is being developed which it is 
hoped can be .used in the following ways: 
1. To exempt students with .high scores frqm the first course 
in food preparation, 
2. To section students with comp,g,rative abilities together. 
3. 'ro determ:lne strengt]ls lil,nd we·aknesses of in4ividual students. 
4. To reveal to faculty areas which need to be stressed in teaching. 
5. To motivate st1,1dents to want to :Lnc-re,;1.se their present' knpwledge 
,!;I.bout food. 
It w01,1ld help in the development 6f this·test to know something about 
what other$ are doing in foods pre..;t~sting. Enclosed is an information • 
sheet composed of questions. concerning your pre~.test. Would you, or the 
appropriate person in your college, answer the questions on th:ts·sheet? 
If you are willing to send a copy of your pre.,test it would be appre-
ciated. However, it is understandable that you may not wish to release 
tests which need further refining, 
Your cooperation in returning the question sheet at an early date will be 
greatly appreciated, lf the pre-test which is developed here can be of-
help to you, we will be willing to share a copy with you when it is com-
pleted. 
vd 
Very sincerely yours, 
Virgini? Steelman 
· Graduate Student 
Helen F. Barbour 
Head, FNIA Department 
INFORMATlO:N SHEET .FOR .. Fpons PRE-TEST 
1. Purpose(s) .. for which pre-test is being used? 
2. Level for which pre-test is used? 
3. Length of time your test has been in use? 
4. Time required to administer test? 
5. Teacher time required in pre .. pt;"epara.tion for test? 
6. Cost of setting up facilities needed to aQminister test? 
7. Approximate percentage of test co~posed of: 
a, Objective question? 
b. Perfoi;'Illance in laboratory? 
c. Product judging? 
d. Other? 
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BEHAVIORAL-CONTENT ASPECT CHART OF .OBJECTIVES 
Content Aspect o f the Ob j ec tives Behavioral Aspects of the Objectives 
Thinks 
Critically Develops 
Under - In Relation Directs Atti - Develops 
stands Applies To Self In tudes Values Appreciates 
1. Food in relation to : 
A. Health for self and others 
B. Values held by other cultures 
C. Diverse patterns through which 
adequate nutrition may be met 
D. Social values 
2. Contribution of processed foods to 
present day living 
3. Terms used in handling and prepar-
ing food 
4. Sanitary practices in handling and 
preparing food 
5. Psychological, economic, and social 








X X X X 
X X X 
X X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X X 
our society X X X X 
6. Benefits which agencies provide 
the consumer X X X X 
7. Responsibilities consumers have for 
supporting and informing agencies X X X X X 
8 . Information which appears on 
packaged products X X X X 
9. Body of current scientific knowledge 
of food processing and preparation X X X X , 
10. National and world food problems X X X 
11. Food selection, preparation, and 
service as a means of creative 
expression 
12. Wide use of food materials available 
X 
X 
X X X X 
X X X 
X 
X °' \J1 
Cont ent Aspect of the Objec t ives 
13. Facts and princ i ples of food 
selection, storage, prepara-
tion and service 
14. Selection of meals for self 
and others 
15. Management of time, energy, and 
other resources in food selec-
tion, storage, preparation and 
service 
16. Equipment needed in food prepara~ 
tion and service 
17 . Ways in wllich foods are prepared 
18. Desirable combinations of foods 
19. Desirable standards in food 
.P.!:__§_Paration 
20. Worth of one ' s own food practices 
21. Contribution of food and its 
service in fostering family 
relationshi_I>.s 
22. Pleasures which may be found in 
eatin_g food, 
23. Evaluation and acceptance of 
new foods 
24 . Knowledge food research provides 
and its contribution to the 
cont inued imQrovement of health 
• 
Behavioral Aspects of the Objectives 
Thinks 
Critically Develops 
Under- in Relat ion Directs Atti- Develops 
stands A~s To Sel f In tudes Values ApBreciates 
X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X 
X X X 
X X 
X X -x X X X 
X X X X X 
X X X X 
X ·x X X X X 
X X X X 
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